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"...an engaging book: part diary, part manifesto." The Guardian A round-the-world bicycle tour
with one of the most original artists of our day. Urban bicycling has become more popular than
ever as recession-strapped, climate-conscious city dwellers reinvent basic transportation. In this
wide-ranging memoir, artist/musician and co-founder of Talking Heads David Byrne--who has
relied on a bike to get around New York City since the early 1980s--relates his adventures as he
pedals through and engages with some of the world's major cities. From Buenos Aires to Berlin,
he meets a range of people both famous and ordinary, shares his thoughts on art, fashion,
music, globalization, and the ways that many places are becoming more bike-friendly. Bicycle
Diaries is an adventure on two wheels conveyed with humor, curiosity, and humanity.

"...an engaging book: part diary, part manifesto." The Guardian "Entertaining . . . newcomers will
enjoy these off-the-cuff sketches from an unpretentious cultural polymath; acolytes will cherish a
closer look at Byrne's weird, wonderful brain chemistry."--Time Out New York"Whether you are a
cyclist or not, Byrne's insights into everything from outside art to aboriginal folklore are wry, witty,
and more often than not, wise as well."--The Philadelphia Inquirer "Reading Bicycle
Diaries makes cosmic indifference a lot easier to deal with."--The Seattle Times "Mr. Byrne’s
music has every year grown more receptive to other cultures, and his diaries reflect the same
ecumenicism." -- The New York Times About the AuthorA cofounder of the musical group
Talking Heads, David Byrne has also released several solo albums in addition to collaborating
with such noted artists as Twyla Tharp, Robert Wilson, and Brian Eno. His art includes
photography and installation works and has been published in five books. He lives in New York
and he recently added some new bike racks of his own design around town, thanks to the
Department of Transportation.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.I’ve been
riding a bicycle as my principal means of transportation in New York since the early 1980s. I
tentatively first gave it a try, and it felt good even here in New York. I felt energized and liberated. I
had an old three-speed leftover from my childhood in the Baltimore suburbs, and for New York
City that’s pretty much all you need. My life at that time was more or less restricted to downtown
Manhattan—the East Village and SoHo—and it soon became apparent to me that biking was an
easy way to run errands in the daytime or efficiently hit a few clubs, art openings, or nightspots in
the evening without searching for a cab or the nearest subway. I know, one doesn’t usually think
of nightclubbing and bike riding as being soul mates, but there is so much to see and hear in
New York, and I discovered that zipping from one place to another by bike was amazingly fast
and efficient. So I stuck with it, despite the aura of uncoolness and the danger, as there weren’t
many people riding in the city back then. Car drivers at that time weren’t expecting to share the
road with cyclists, so they would cut you off or squeeze you into parked cars even more than



they do now. As I got a little older I also may have felt that cycling was a convenient way of
getting some exercise, but at first I wasn’t thinking of that. It just felt good to cruise down the dirty
potholed streets. It was exhilarating.By the late ’80s I’d discovered folding bikes, and as my work
and curiosity took me to various parts of the world, I usually took one along. That same sense of
liberation I experienced in New York recurred as I pedaled around many of the world’s principal
cities. I felt more connected to the life on the streets than I would have inside a car or in some
form of public transport: I could stop whenever I wanted to; it was often (very often) faster than a
car or taxi for getting from point A to point B; and I didn’t have to follow any set route. The same
exhilaration, as the air and street life whizzed by, happened again in each town. It was, for me,
addictive.This point of view—faster than a walk, slower than a train, often slightly higher than a
person—became my panoramic window on much of the world over the last thirty years—and it
still is. It’s a big window and it looks out on a mainly urban landscape. (I’m not a racer or sports
cyclist.) Through this window I catch glimpses of the mind of my fellow man, as expressed in the
cities he lives in. Cities, it occurred to me, are physical manifestations of our deepest beliefs and
our often unconscious thoughts, not so much as individuals, but as the social animals we are. A
cognitive scientist need only look at what we have made—the hives we have created—to know
what we think and what we believe to be important, as well as how we structure those thoughts
and beliefs. It’s all there, in plain view, right out in the open; you don’t need CAT scans and
cultural anthropologists to show you what’s going on inside the human mind; its inner workings
are manifested in three dimensions, all around us. Our values and hopes are sometimes awfully
embarrassingly easy to read. They’re right there—in the storefronts, museums, temples, shops,
and office buildings and in how these structures interrelate, or sometimes don’t. They say, in
their unique visual language, “This is what we think matters, this is how we live and how we play.”
Riding a bike through all this is like navigating the collective neural pathways of some vast global
mind. It really is a trip inside the collective psyche of a compacted group of people. A Fantastic
Voyage, but without the cheesy special effects. One can sense the collective brain—happy,
cruel, deceitful, and generous—at work and at play. Endless variations on familiar themes repeat
and recur: triumphant or melancholic, hopeful or resigned, the permutations keep unfolding and
multiplying.Yes, in most of these cities I was usually just passing through. And one might say that
what I could see would therefore by definition be shallow, limited, and particular. That’s true, and
many of the things I’ve written about cities might be viewed as a kind of self-examination, with
the city functioning as a mirror. But I also believe that a visitor staying briefly can read the details,
the specifics made visible, and then the larger picture and the city’s hidden agendas emerge
almost by themselves. Economics is revealed in shop fronts and history in door frames. Oddly,
as the microscope moves in for a closer look, the perspective widens at the same time.Each
chapter in this book focuses on a particular city, though there are many more I could have
included. Not surprisingly, different cites have their own unique faces and ways of expressing
what they feel is important. Sometimes one’s questions and trains of thought almost seem
predetermined by each urban landscape. So, for example, some chapters ended up focusing



more on history in the urban landscape while others look at music or art—each depending on
the particular city.Naturally, some cities are more accommodating to a cyclist than others. Not
just geographically or because of the climate, though that makes a difference, but because of
the kinds of behavior that are encouraged and the way some cities are organized, or not
organized. Surprisingly, the least accommodating are sometimes the most interesting. Rome, for
example, is amazing on a bike. The car traffic in central Italian cities is notoriously snarled, so
one can make good time on a bike, and, if the famous hills in that town are avoided, one can
glide from one amazing vista to the next. It’s not a bike-friendly city by any means—the every-
man-for-himself vibe hasn’t encouraged the creation of secure bike lanes in these big towns—
but if one accepts that reality, at least temporarily, and is careful, the experience is something to
be recommended.These diaries go back at least a dozen years. Many were written during work-
related visits to various towns—for a performance or an exhibit, in my case. Lots of folks have
jobs that take them all over the world. I found that biking around for just a few hours a day—or
even just to and from work—helps keep me sane. People can lose their bearings when they
travel, unmoored from their familiar physical surroundings, and that somehow loosens some
psychic connections as well. Sometimes that's a good thing—it can open the mind, offer new
insights— but frequently it's also traumatic in a not-so-good way. Some people retreat into
themselves or their hotel rooms if a place is unfamiliar, or lash out in an attempt to gain some
control. I myself find that the physical sensation of self-powered transport coupled with the
feeling of self-control endemic to this two-wheeled situation is nicely empowering and
reassuring, even if temporary, and it is enough to center me for the rest of the day.It sounds like
some form of meditation, and in a way it is. Performing a familiar task, like driving a car or riding a
bicycle, puts one into a zone that is not too deep or involving. The activity is repetitive,
mechanical, and it distracts and occupies the conscious mind, or at least part of it, in a way that
is just engaging enough but not too much—it doesn't cause you to be caught off guard. It
facilitates a state of mind that allows some but not too much of the unconscious to bubble up. As
someone who believes that much of the source of his work and creativity is to be gleaned from
those bubbles, it's a reliable place to find that connection. In the same way that perplexing
problems sometimes get resolved in one's sleep, when the conscious mind is distracted the
unconscious works things out.During the time these diaries were written I have seen some
cities, like New York, become more bike-friendly in radical new ways, while in others the changes
have been slow and incremental—they have yet to reach a tipping point as far as accepting
cycling as a practical and valid means of transportation. Some cities have managed to find a way
to make themselves more livable, and have even reaped some financial rewards as a result,
while others have sunk deeper into the pits they started digging for themselves decades ago. I
discuss these developments, urban planning, and policy in the New York City chapter, as well as
describe my limited involvement in local politics (and entertainment) as it pertains to making my
city more bike-friendly, and, I think, a more human place to live.Read more
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Kimberly A Manfredi, “Great musings from a bike!!!. Chris and I love to see the Spanish terrain at
different speeds. We look from a plane, a car, a train, during a walk and perhaps my favorite
perspective, seeing Spain from a bike. I was very surprised after I wrote these words to find a
very similar quote in the marvelous, Bicycle Diaries by David Byrne.“ The point of view- faster
than a walk, slower than a train, often slightly higher than a person- became my panoramic
view…”Byrne, who cycles like I do at home, (only better because he is a rock star) has written a
marvelous diary chronicling several years of thoughts, sights, and experiences on his bicycle. He
uses his fold up bike, commuter style while on tour and at home; he goes here, there and
everywhere. This style of riding differs a bit from strapping the bike onto a carrack and heading
to the country for long tours or races. He, instead, carries a fold up bike and utilizes this mode of
transportation to connect and find center in a lifestyle that could otherwise be stressful and filled
with a sense of separation.“ I found that biking around for just a few hours a day- or even just to
and from work- helps keep me sane. People can lose their bearings when they travel, unmoored
from their familiar physical surroundings …… It (biking) sounds like some form of mediation, and
in a way it is.”His connection to Baltimore was also a nice surprise brining me more pleasure
from the read.“ I’ve been riding a bicycle as my principle means of transportation in New York
since the early 1980’s. I tentatively at first gave it a try, and it felt good even here in New York. I
felt energized and liberated. I had an old three- speed left over from my childhood in the
Baltimore suburbs, and for New York, that’s pretty much all you need.”In his book bicycle diaries,
Byrne shares his perspective from the bike on a wide range of topics: city planning, matters of
the heart, quality of life. His realism is inspiring. His view far more clear than the blur one might
experience from a car or a tour bus. I loved the book and it inspired my Blog while traveling in
Spain.”

Mike Rankin, “Bicycle Diaries by David Byrne. Bicycle Diaries by David Byrne Bicycle Diaries
are a enjoyable collection of thoughts, views, and essays formed by The Talking Heads founder
and front-man - David Byrne. Using his fold up bicycle David takes the reader on a trek through
American Cities like Detroit, Pittsburgh, New Orleans, San Francisco, and New York. He shares
interesting sights, and tells of adventures he stumbles upon. Art and music are all important
subjects that are enlightened, and interpreted the way only David Byrne can do. Then it's off to
foreign cities such as Berlin, Istanbul, Sidney, and London. Political history is often discussed
when it comes to exotic soil. History facts are frequently entertaining, for example when
Germany invented a weird sexless popular dance that the government attempted to insert into
popular culture as a kind of immunization against Elvis's rock-and-roll gyrations. When biking in
Australia, Byrne's experiences are recurrently captivating as we learn the land is full of
unpleasant reminders of natures indifference to humans. Poisonous snakes and frogs, spiky
plants, toxic spiders, quicksand, and endless deserts, reminding us that we are just guests



there. Byrne reminds us that when on a bicycle our human inner workings are manifested in
three dimensions, all around us. Our value and hopes are easy to read, and right there in front of
us, such as buildings, museums, temples, and shops. This mix bag of pleasure is gratifying and
knowledgeable. The liberating - physical and psychological sensation is more persuasive, than
any practical argument about riding a bike. Observing and engaging the landscape with David
Byrne will make the reader want to go explore the world on two wheels.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Byrne on form, just don't expect a 'normal' travel guide.... If you are a fan
of David Byrne you will be most likely familiar with the cultural territory he covers from his trips in
various cities - his musings may be too esoteric for anyone expecting casual travel writing, but
anyone looking for an irreverent and insightful take into the artistic, political and social
underpinnings of various cities (written in 2008 but still insightful and in some ways MORE
interesting now upon reflecting on the developments since this book was released) from around
the globe should stop reading and buy this book NOW.....10/10”

GreyBrother, “An interesting view from a different perspective. This book has a dual identity, part
travelogue, and part common-sense examination of what makes a pleasant, liveable city, and
what doesn't. I found this to be a refreshingly straightforward approach, and far more interesting
than the average travel memoir.Byrne is particularly good when examining U.S. cities, from the
horrific but fascinating decline of Detroit, to the hopeful reinvention of New York. One excellent
passage in particular sticks in the mind:"Since the onslaught of the automobile in the middle of
the last century, and the efforts of its enablers, like Robert Moses in New York, the accepted
response to congestion has been to build more roads, especially roads that are high speed and
with limited access. Eventually it became clear that building more roads doesn't actually relieve
congestion - ever. More cars simply appear to fill these new roads and more folks imagine that
their errands and commutes might be accomplished more easily on these new expressways.
Yeah, right. People end up driving more, so instead of the existing traffic levels remaining
constant and becoming dispersed on the new ribbons of concrete, the traffic simply increases
until those too are filled. That's what New York and a lot of other cities are realizing now. The old
paradigm is finally being abandoned."Thank goodness for that.”

Ms. Joanna F. Dalietos, “Insightful and quirky. David Byrne surprised me by being so enjoyably
readable. This book is a wonderful travelogue. Its quirky as it gives a cyclists view of the major
cities he visits, but he also writes in a very free way about really varied topics. His style
meanders somewhat like the bikerides he takes, he speaks of architecture, local history, politics,
the art scenes,and interesting meetings and evenings out with characters met along the way. He
is a knowledgeable chap,and does not seem so avante garde in print. If you liked the Talking
Heads, or bike riding, or travel, or all three such as me, you will enjoy this book.”



JS, “David Byrne offers much of interest but meanders a little. Byrne is a committed cycling
campaigner who takes bikes with him as he travels the world, mainly to the cities where his
musical and artistic work takes him. When he has time off, he uses his bike - usually a full-size
folding mountain bike he puts in a suitcase to travel on planes - to wander about and explore. It is
this aspect of the book which most interested me, because he seems to be a practitioner of the
derive, the engaged but directionless wander first proposed by the situationists as a suitable way
to move through cities.As the title suggests, the material for the book evolved in diary form over
time, and the structure of the book reflects this. It is right, and true to the material, that this
should be so, but it does mean that the various entries are of variable quality. Nevertheless,
books of this kind, where an intelligent and engaged observer with a liberal agenda but no
particular end in mind takes a close look at localities, are scarce indeed. In the hands of a travel
writer, or a journalist, a totally different book would have emerged, but actually, this is the book I
wanted.”

J. Brooks, “A Delightful Ramble. A very unusual book, very rambling and lacking in structure but
strangely engaging and enjoyable. David Byrne travels the world with his folding bike, and cycles
around almost aimlessly but with an intelligent perception of what's going on around him.There's
no flow to the narrative, but the book is full of insights into an extremely wide range of subjects. I
particularly liked his commentary on the devastating effects of designing cities for the easy
passage of car traffic, and the social and environmental damage caused by this in various
locations.”

The book by Lonely Planet has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 429 people have provided feedback.
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